Methods to record action potential (AP) firing in many individual neurons are essential to unravel the function of complex neuronal circuits in the brain. A promising approach is bolus loading of Ca 2+ indicators combined with multiphoton microscopy. Currently, however, this technique lacks cell-type specificity, has low temporal resolution and cannot resolve complex temporal firing patterns. Here we present simple solutions to these problems. We identified neuron types by colocalizing Ca 2+ signals of a red-fluorescing indicator with genetically encoded markers. We reconstructed firing rate changes from Ca 2+ signals by temporal deconvolution. This technique is efficient, dramatically enhances temporal resolution, facilitates data interpretation and permits analysis of odor-response patterns across thousands of neurons in the zebrafish olfactory bulb. Hence, temporally deconvolved Ca 2+ imaging (TDCa imaging) resolves limitations of current optical recording techniques and is likely to be widely applicable because of its simplicity, robustness and generic principle.
The simultaneous recording of AP firing from many individual neurons in the intact brain is one of the fundamental technical challenges in neuroscience. Microelectrode measurements are highly informative but the number of simultaneous recordings is limited by technical constraints. In vivo imaging approaches are promising alternatives, but most methods cannot resolve individual neurons and have low temporal resolution [1] [2] [3] . Recently, however, Ca 2+ signals from hundreds of individual neurons were measured by multiphoton microscopy 4,5 after loading of fluorescent Ca 2+ indicators by bolus injection 6, 7 of acetoxymethyl esters [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Nevertheless, this approach still has two major limitations. First, different neuron types cannot be distinguished because the indicator is loaded nonspecifically. Second, the ability to resolve complex temporal changes in AP firing is severely limited because Ca 2+ transients are much slower than APs.
APs open voltage-gated Ca 2+ channels and produce unitary Ca 2+ transients with a fast rise and a stereotyped, usually exponential, decay 12 . During trains of APs, individual transients summate and generate complex temporal variations in Ca 2+ concentration. Assuming that AP-related Ca 2+ transients account for most of the intracellular Ca 2+ variations, these variations can be approximated by a convolution of the AP train with the waveform of the unitary Ca 2+ transient. We therefore reasoned that changes in AP firing rate may be reconstructed from the somatic Ca 2+ signal by the inverse process, that is, a deconvolution ( Supplementary Fig. 1 online) .
We tested this approach using the olfactory bulb of adult zebrafish as an experimental model. The olfactory bulb receives afferent input from sensory neurons and contains principal glutamatergic neurons, the mitral cells and local interneurons, the periglomerular and granule cells. Interneurons are numerous and predominantly GABAergic. Mitral cells and interneurons form a reciprocally connected network that processes sensory input and produces temporally patterned olfactory bulb output activity 13, 14 . Different types of olfactory bulb neurons can be identified in transgenic zebrafish lines expressing fluorescent proteins 9, 15, 16 . Experiments were performed in an explant of the intact zebrafish brain and nose that permits simultaneous optical and electrophysiological recordings of odor responses in the olfactory bulb 17 .
Our results demonstrate that firing rate changes in populations of individual neurons can be reconstructed efficiently by TDCa imaging. Moreover, we could identify neuron types by spectral separation of Ca 2+ signals and genetically encoded cell-type markers. We used TDCa imaging to analyze odor-evoked, spatiotemporal activity patterns across thousands of neurons.
RESULTS

Imaging of Ca 2+ signals and fluorescent cell-type markers
Cell types may be identified by colocalizing Ca 2+ signals with genetically encoded fluorescent markers. But the emission spectra of commonly used Ca 2+ indicators overlap extensively with those of green or yellow fluorescent proteins. We therefore examined whether Ca 2+ signals from populations of neurons can be recorded with any of the red-fluorescing indicators Calcium Orange, Calcium Crimson, Fura Red or rhod-2.
Bolus loading 6, 7 of cell-permeable rhod-2-acetoxymethyl ester (rhod-2-AM), but not of the other cell-permeable indicators, resulted in cytoplasmic fluorescence after cleavage of the acetoxymethyl ester by intracellular esterases (Fig. 1) (Fig. 1) that were large, reproducible, stable over hours and odor-dependent. In transgenic zebrafish (HuC:cameleon) expressing the yellow fluorescent protein (yellow cameleon 2.1; cameleon), in mitral cells 9, 16 , somatic Ca 2+ signals from individual mitral cells could clearly be identified by the colocalization of cameleon (Fig. 1b) . Hence, multiphoton Ca 2+ imaging using rhod-2 permits the identification of neuron types in animals expressing green-or yellow-fluorescent cell-type markers.
Simultaneous recording of neuronal Ca 2+ signals and APs
We then compared the intermediate-affinity indicator, rhod-2 (K D ¼ 570 nM), to the commonly used green-fluorescent high-affinity indicator, Oregon Green 488 BAPTA-1 (OGB-1; K D ¼ 170 nM). We loaded both indicators simultaneously, measured somatic fluorescence in separate emission channels and recorded APs of individual neurons with a micropipette (n ¼ 28 neurons). In experiments using odor stimulation, APs were usually recorded in the loose-patch configuration. To control AP firing more directly by current injection, we performed recordings in the juxtacellular mode 18 . Using this technique the plasma membrane is punctured to permit current access, but this causes a gradual washout of Ca 2+ signals. Peak firing rates evoked by odor stimulation transiently reached B100 Hz in mitral cells but rarely exceeded 25 Hz in interneurons.
Individual APs or brief bursts were associated with discrete somatic Ca 2+ signals in mitral cells and interneurons (Fig. 2a) signals, we evoked sustained firing by continuous current injection or by odor stimulation. Scaled somatic Ca 2+ signals were initially similar but the rhod-2 signal eventually exceeded the OGB-1 signal (Fig. 2b) , indicating that OGB-1 signal, but not rhod-2 signal, approached saturation. When we loaded rhod-2 together with the low-affinity Ca 2+ indicator, fluo-5F (K D ¼ 2.3 mM; n ¼ 17 neurons), scaled somatic Ca 2+ signals did not deviate during sustained firing (Fig. 2c) . These results indicate that rhod-2 is well suited for multiphoton Ca 2+ imaging of neuronal activity and exhibits little or no saturation during physiological patterns of AP firing.
Reconstruction of firing rate changes from Ca 2+ signals
We then explored whether dynamic patterns of firing rate changes can be reconstructed from somatic Ca 2+ signals by deconvolution. Before deconvolution, we attenuated small fluctuations in the Ca 2+ signal, most likely shot noise, by two filtering procedures. First, Ca 2+ signals were smoothed using a low-pass Butterworth or Gaussian filter. Subsequently, Ca 2+ signals were further filtered using an empirically designed procedure that smoothes peaks with amplitudes below a threshold, thr noise , by local averaging ( Supplementary Fig. 3 online). These filtering procedures effectively removed low-amplitude fluctuations with minimal distortions of fast Ca 2+ transients. Filtered somatic Ca 2+ signals were then deconvolved with an exponentially decaying kernel. When the kernel time constant, t decay , was determined from Ca 2+ transients in the same neuron, time-varying firing rate changes could be reconstructed accurately from the rhod-2 signal, and elevated firing rates could be followed for several seconds ( Fig. 2d and Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Reconstruction based on the OGB-1 signal began to deviate from the real firing rate change when the indicator approached saturation (Fig. 2d) . Hence, complex temporal activity patterns can be reconstructed from the rhod-2 signal by deconvolution. Decay time constants may vary somewhat between neurons of the same type as a result of differences in biophysical properties and in intracellular indicator concentration ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). When firing rate patterns are to be reconstructed from large populations it becomes impossible to determine these time constants for each individual neuron. We therefore examined reconstruction efficiency when t decay was fixed to 3 s for mitral cells and 6 s for interneurons. We derived these values from measurements of decay time constants ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ) and from a parameter search (see below). AP firing was modulated in individual neurons by odor stimulation and current injection to create a wide variety of firing patterns, including long-lasting high-frequency firing ( Fig. 3a) , abrupt transitions in firing rate (Fig. 3b) , decreasing firing rates ( Fig. 3c ) and sparse APs (Fig. 3d) . In all cases, the raw Ca 2+ signal differed substantially from the temporal firing pattern, but the temporally deconvolved Ca 2+ signal closely followed the actual firing rate change. Hence, firing rate reconstruction was efficient even when t decay was not determined individually for each neuron (see also Supplementary Fig. 2) .
We also explored whether TDCa imaging can reveal small firing rate changes around a low mean. In mitral cells, spontaneous firing rate fluctuations around a mean rate of 5-10 Hz were reconstructed accurately by TDCa imaging (Fig. 3e) . Interneurons fired sparse APs at a rate of o1 Hz. Most of such isolated APs were associated with a distinct Ca 2+ transient and could be identified in the deconvolved signal (Fig. 3c,d ). We occasionally observed Ca 2+ transients not associated with AP firing in interneurons, particularly during periods after elevated AP firing (see Fig. 3d for a prominent example). These events were small, however, even in comparison to Ca 2+ transients evoked by single APs (Fig. 3c,d) . Out of 56 individual APs that were separated from other APs by at least 256 ms, 50 were detected by simple thresholding of the deconvolved Ca 2+ signal, with two false positives. Therefore, (Fig. 3d) .
We determined the maximum temporal resolution of TDCa imaging by injecting current steps with durations and interpulse intervals of 100, 50, 32 or 16 ms into mitral cells (n ¼ 2-4 mitral cells for each setting) while acquiring images at 8 ms/frame. The deconvolved Ca 2+ signal followed the evoked AP bursts down to 32-ms intervals (Fig. 3f) but only partially followed patterns with 16 ms intervals (data not shown). Hence, TDCa imaging can separate bursts of APs with a temporal resolution of B30 ms.
Quantitative analysis of reconstruction efficiency
We quantified the reliability of reconstructing firing rate changes by TDCa imaging in three data sets containing simultaneous records of APs and Ca 2+ signals from multiple neurons. Data set 1 comprised 49 odor responses of 8 mitral cells recorded in the loose-patch configuration. Data set 2 contained 21 responses, each from a different mitral cell, evoked by temporally patterned current injection. Data set 3 contained 16 responses of different interneurons to odor stimulation or current injection. Neurons in data sets 2 and 3 were recorded in the juxtacellular configuration.
Our deconvolution procedure requires the specification of two parameters: the decay time constant of the exponential kernel, t decay , and the threshold for the filtering procedure, thr noise . We varied both parameters over a wide range and determined the correlation coefficient between the measured and reconstructed firing rate pattern of each neuron. We then quantified reconstruction efficiency by the average correlation coefficient in each data set as a function of t decay and thr noise . Maximum reconstruction efficiencies were 0.87, 0.91 and 0.90 for data sets 1-3, using values for t decay and thr noise of 3 s and 0.2%, 2 s and 0.2%, and 7 s and 2%, respectively. The fraction of the variance recovered was 77%, 84% and 81%, respectively. Notably, reconstruction efficiency was high throughout a wide range of both parameters ( Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 4 online) . This demonstrates that the reconstruction procedure is robust even if optimal parameter values are not determined precisely by electrophysiology studies.
Temporal patterns of deconvolved Ca 2+ signals, but not patterns of raw Ca 2+ signals, closely resembled the simultaneously measured patterns of firing rate changes in each response (Fig. 4a-c) . Moreover, the relationship between real and reconstructed firing rate changes was linear over the full range of firing rate changes observed in all three data sets ( Fig. 4d-f) indicating that potential nonlinearities in the relationship between firing rate changes and Ca 2+ signals (for example, dye saturation) did not noticeably distort the reconstruction. Hence, the diverse temporal patterns of firing rate changes contained in the three data sets were reconstructed efficiently by TDCa imaging.
Measurement of the patterns of firing rate changes across populations not only requires the correct reconstruction of temporal response patterns in individual neurons, but also of relative response amplitudes across neurons. We therefore combined responses from all individual neurons in each data set into a single pattern without individual scaling of trials. These combined patterns represent population activity as it would be recorded in experiments without simultaneous electrophysiological information available. Reconstructed population activity patterns were very similar to the original patterns of firing rate changes, and to reconstructions of firing rate patterns when each trial was scaled individually (Fig. 4a-c) . In data set 1, the reconstruction efficiency for population activity was 0.86 and the fraction of variance recovered was 74%. This is almost identical to the reconstruction efficiency for single neuron responses. For data sets two and three, reconstruction efficiency for population activity patterns was slightly lower (0.80 and 0.77, respectively), which is, however, at least partially due to washout effects associated with juxtacellular recordings. Hence, TDCa imaging can also be used to efficiently reconstruct spatiotemporal patterns of firing rate changes across neuronal populations.
Odor-evoked activity patterns in the zebrafish olfactory bulb We used TDCa imaging to measure activity patterns in the olfactory bulb evoked by 16 amino acid odors (10 mM). We identified mitral cells using the transgenic line, HuC:cameleon (Fig. 1b) . We applied each stimulus repeatedly while measuring responses at different focal planes in the lateral and central olfactory bulb containing most amino acid-responsive neurons 17, 19 Responses from a much smaller set of mitral cells to the same stimuli had been recorded previously by electrophysiology studies 17, 20, 21 . Odor response patterns of interneurons, in contrast, have not been studied extensively. TDCa imaging showed that mitral cell responses were highest shortly after stimulus onset and temporally modulated in a stimulus-dependent manner (Fig. 5a) , consistent with electrophysiological results 17, 20 . Without temporal deconvolution, the dynamics of mitral cell activity patterns was not resolved accurately (Fig. 5b) . Interneuron responses increased more gradually, reached their maxima usually at later times, and also changed during the initial phase of an odor response (Fig. 5c) .
Electrophysiological studies in zebrafish reported that mitral cell activity patterns evoked by chemically related odors are initially similar but become progressively more dissimilar during the first few hundred milliseconds of an odor response 17, 20, 21 . This decorrelation enhances pattern discriminability by reducing redundancy and amplifying differences. Previous studies, however, were based on a limited number of mitral cell recordings from different animals. We therefore reexamined pattern decorrelation by TDCa imaging. We first examined responses of mitral cells in the same olfactory bulb to chemically related odor stimuli (Fig. 5a) . Shortly after response onset, activity patterns across small groups of mitral cells were often similar and highly correlated. Subsequently, however, each activity pattern changed in a different, stimulus-specific fashion. As a consequence, patterns became decorrelated and more distinct (Fig. 5d) .
We then quantified the similarity of activity patterns evoked by the 16 amino acids across all 1,313 mitral cells by their correlation coefficients in successive time windows (length, 256 ms). Shortly after stimulus onset, mitral cell activity patterns evoked by groups of chemically related stimuli were similar, as shown by clusters of high correlation coefficients along the diagonal of the correlation matrix (Fig. 5e) . Subsequently, high-correlation coefficients disappeared, indicating that initially similar activity patterns became more distinct. We observed this pattern decorrelation in each individual olfactory bulb (Fig. 5f) . Correlations between activity patterns evoked by repeated applications of the same stimulus decreased only sightly (Fig. 5f) . These results are consistent with previous electrophysiological data and confirm that the decorrelation of mitral cell activity patterns is not an artifact of pooling responses from different animals. Without deconvolution, the decorrelation of mitral cell activity patterns cannot be detected in Ca 2+ imaging data (Fig. 5g) , demonstrating that the reconstruction of time-varying firing rate patterns is necessary to observe this computation.
DISCUSSION
Our results demonstrate that neuronal firing rate changes of many individual neurons can be reconstructed efficiently and robustly by TDCa imaging. Moreover, common transgenic fluorescent markers can be used to identify neuron types underlying Ca 2+ signals measured with the red-fluorescing indicator, rhod-2. Cell type-selectivity is a potential advantage of genetically encoded Ca 2+ indicators 22 but synthetic Ca 2+ indicators provide a higher signal-to-noise ratio and faster kinetics. Our approach combines the advantages of synthetic Ca 2+ indicators and transgenic cell-type labeling, and exploits the existing repertoire of transgenic animals. Moreover, rhod-2 is well suited for neuronal activity measurements because of its intermediate affinity, broad dynamic range and low noise.
Individual APs or discrete bursts have previously been identified from Ca 2+ signals by approaches designed to detect temporally sparse events, such as spontaneous activity in brain slices 23 or under anaesthesia 11 . These techniques are, however, not suitable to reconstruct AP firing when Ca 2+ transients overlap significantly ( Supplementary Fig. 5 online) . Assuming a decay time constant of B1 s in the mammalian brain 11 , detection of AP firing would be limited to event rates o1 Hz. In many brain areas and species, however, AP firing exceeds this frequency limit and can display complex temporal patterns [24] [25] [26] [27] . Unlike other techniques, TDCa imaging can be used to reconstruct such firing patterns because it is based on the generic relationship between APs and Ca 2+ transients ( Supplementary  Fig. 1 ). TDCa imaging therefore overcomes limitations of previous techniques and is expected to be useful for a wide range of applications.
The efficiency of TDCa imaging may be ultimately limited by shot noise. However, we were able to achieve tolerable noise levels in many cases by standard low-pass filtering of Ca 2+ signals. In addition, we developed a simple procedure based on local averaging that further reduced noise without noticeable distortions of the reconstructed signal. The detection of Ca 2+ signals at the soma may be advantageous because synaptic Ca 2+ transients originating in the dendrites are attenuated, and because somatic Ca 2+ signals should reach saturation later than dendritic signals.
Our deconvolution procedure requires two parameters, t decay and thr noise , that may be optimized for each cell type by simultaneous electrophysiological recordings. Reconstruction efficiency, however, was stable within a wide range of both parameters, implying that it is high even when optimal parameters are not determined precisely. It should thus be sufficient for many applications to estimate parameters without simultaneous electrophysiology studies. Simple estimates of t decay and thr noise can be obtained from the decay of spontaneous Ca 2+ transients and from the noise of filtered Ca 2+ signals, respectively.
The maximal temporal resolution (B30 ms in mitral cells) demonstrates that deconvolution can increase the effective temporal resolution of Ca 2+ -based activity measurements by a factor of B100 compared to the t decay of raw Ca 2+ signals. A further increase in temporal resolution should be achievable by hardware modifications improving the signal-to-noise ratio. Temporal resolution should also be higher in neurons with faster t decay , such as mammalian neurons at physiological temperature 11 . It thus remains to be determined whether TDCa imaging will be able to resolve the synchronization of APs in neuronal ensembles with a precision of a few milliseconds 13, 28 .
The greatest potential of TDCa imaging may be measurements of spatiotemporal activity patterns across large populations of neurons. The fraction of variance recovered from odor-evoked firing patterns across mitral cells recorded in the loose-patch configuration (74%) may be taken as a conservative measure of reconstruction quality. The reliability of population activity measurements is further confirmed by the close correspondence between previous electrophysiological analyses of odor-evoked mitral cell firing patterns 17, 20 and the results obtained by TDCa imaging. Another advantage of TDCa imaging is that it permits the detailed geometrical reconstruction of neuronal activity patterns.
TDCa imaging of population odor responses in the olfactory bulb confirmed that initially similar mitral cell activity patterns decorrelate over time. Without temporal deconvolution, correlations between patterns of odor-evoked Ca 2+ signals across mitral cells remained high and resembled correlations between glomerular input patterns 19 , presumably because pattern changes are masked by Ca 2+ signals generated during the initial phase of the odor response. In insects, Ca 2+ imaging results have suggested that patterns of glomerular input activity are similar to patterns of output neuron activity 29, 30 , whereas electrophysiological results indicate that input and output activity patterns diverge over time 27 . Our data suggest that this apparent discrepancy may, at least partially, result from the masking of pattern dynamics by initial Ca 2+ transients when Ca 2+ signals are not deconvolved. This consideration illustrates the importance of reconstructing firing rate changes from Ca 2+ signals. Further promising applications of TDCa imaging in the olfactory system include the possibility to measure response patterns across large numbers of interneurons.
METHODS
Electrophysiology and imaging.
We performed experiments in an explant of the intact brain and nose from adult zebrafish 17 . We performed loose-patch extracellular recordings as described previously 17 . We performed juxtacellular recordings 18 in a similar fashion but the recording pipette contained intracellular solution and the plasma membrane was partially disrupted to permit current injection. We dissolved acetoxymethyl esters of Ca 2+ indicators (50 mg) in 16 ml DMSO/Pluronic F-127 (80/20), diluted them 1:10 in artificial cerebrospinal fluid and pressure-injected them into the olfactory bulb. We delivered amino acid odors (10 mM) and performed two-photon imaging (excitation wavelength, 830 nm) as described previously 9 . We acquired images at 128 ms/frame unless noted otherwise. All animal procedures were performed in accordance with the animal care guidelines issued by the Federal Republic of Germany. See Supplementary Methods for further information on animals, electrophysiology, dye injection and imaging procedures.
Filtering and deconvolution. We converted the measured fluorescence intensities to relative changes in fluorescence intensity (DF/F) in each pixel and frame. We determined the baseline fluorescence intensity, F, by averaging of frames before stimulus onset. We temporally filtered DF/F signals from individual somata by a low-pass Butterworth or Gaussian filter with a cutoff frequency minimizing the distortion of sharply rising Ca 2+ transients. In most cases, we used a 4-pole Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency equal to 0.2 times the frame rate. We then filtered traces using an iterative procedure to suppress noise but preserve fast Ca 2+ transients as explained in Supplementary Figure 3 . We then deconvolved traces linearly by inverse filtering using a kernel y ¼ exp(-t/t decay ), truncated at t ¼ 2t decay , where t is time (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Procedures for filtering and deconvolution procedures were written in Matlab (TheMathWorks). 
